
August 29, 2023

Brought to order at 7:02 by Jeff Kleinsmith

Parent Booster meeting held at the new trailer!

Next Board meeting is 9/11/2023
Next Full Booster meeting is 9/18/2023

Primary focus:
Showcase

-10/21, we still need leaders for committees
-leaders will be given lists of volunteers for their

committees so they can set up meetings, send out instructions,
make contact before the day of the showcase

-volunteers will have shifts available to volunteer for
multiple areas.

-SUG will ask for phone numbers as well as names to
help committee leaders contact

Needs:
-Set up/Take down folks

-set up tents, tables, and chairs at all areas where they
are needed in the morning.

-All tents and tables need to be taken back down at the
end of the day and picked up for storage and return to parents

-Water Tent set up
-the water centers need tables, water jugs/coolers,

chairs, tables, and cups



-they also need to be monitored throughout the day and
refilled as necessary

-Hydration Station (the water tents)
-Ticket Sales/Gate
-Air Grams
-Ushers
-Band Entrance Gatekeeper

Already assigned:

-Parking - Scheffler
-Band registration/Check In - Irrgang
-Hospitality - Emily
-Concession - Rekha and Jen W
-Volunteer Check in - Geiger
-Prop/Pit - Henry and Kleinsmith

SUG’s for this should be out in the next week or so.

If you are a chair or a lead make sure to reach out to Jeff and
Michael with what you need so they can help.

Band Director Report:

-Thanks to parents for all the support, the more we have
participating…the better.

-Special shout out to the field crew volunteers who are
consistently keeping our field painted and ready for rehearsals!



-Thanks for everyone’s patience and flexibility on the
previous Friday’s game….clearly not normal circumstances for us
at home.

Tag Day!
-Funds collected are broken up by participation percentages

from the Fine Arts Programs…so the more kids and parents we
have helping out the more funding we can raise!

-SUG for Tag Day will be out soon. We are targeting to get
drives and helper parents from ALL of the Fine Arts programs.

-Still need drivers, total time commitment is about 8:30 - 1 or
2 depending on the size of the neighborhood you canvas with the
students.


